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Small Hydro Power Plants Energy Availability
Modeling for Generation Reliability Evaluation
Carmen L.T. Borges, Senior Member, IEEE, and Roberto J. Pinto

Abstract—This paper presents a model for evaluating small
hydro power plants (SHPP) generation availability that can be applied to generation systems reliability and to generation planning
studies. The model considers the uncertainties of rivers inflows
and generation units operation. The river inflow is modeled as a
stationary stochastic process by a multiple states Markov chain
and the generator unit by a two states Markov model. The large
number of different inflow values is reduced by the application
of the statistical clustering techniques K-means in two different
approaches: inflow clustering and power clustering. The steady
state probabilities of each power generation value of the SHPP are
calculated by the solution of the stochastic system. The expected
value of the annual power generation of the SHPP, the duration
curve, and several reliability indices are then calculated in a more
accurate way than conventional approaches, since the model
considers both the river inflow variation and the generation unit
operation. Results obtained with actual Brazilian rivers inflows
used for SHPP generation are reported in the paper and demonstrate the accuracy and applicability of the presented method for
reliability evaluation.
Index Terms—Energy availability, generation systems, inflow
time series, reliability evaluation, small hydro power plants,
statistical clustering technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N generation systems reliability studies, it is usual to consider the energy source for generation as always available.
This implies that the only cause of generation unavailability is
the failure of a generation unit of the power plant. In the case
of hydroelectric generation, if the reservoir is large enough to
guarantee the availability of energy, through a constant regime
of inflows, that modeling is correct [1]. However, in most of the
small hydro power plants (SHPP), where a reservoir does not
exist or is very small to guarantee a full regularization, the energy availability can not be considered 100% reliable.
With the energy crisis that occurred in Brazil in 2001, several incentives were given for the construction of SHPP in order
to attend the energy demand. Most of these plants do not have
a regularization reservoir and the generation depends directly
on the rivers inflows which fluctuate seasonally and regionally.
These inflows can have a very big variation throughout the year,
implying that the energy availability for generation can not be
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considered as the nominal value estimated in the project. This
implicates that the model usually used to represent generation
units in reliability studies, like the two states Markov model,
does not represent SHPP generation availability accurately.
The objective of this paper is to present a model for evaluating
small hydro power plants generation availability that can be applied to generation systems reliability and to generation planning studies, which considers both the uncertainties of rivers
inflows and generation units operation.
The use of SHPP as a competitive power supply is being explored over the word. In [2], the issue of small hydro as green
power is discussed, together with the fundamental differences
between small and large-scale hydro in terms of development
philosophy, operational principles and construction features. In
[3], wind and small hydro distributed generations are discussed
as intermittent energy. Based on the reserve capacity prepared
for daily and monthly intermittence, the energy structure is adjusted to promote the renewable wind and small hydro energy
instead of the low efficient thermal generation.
However, the energy source reliability aspect is not addressed
in many papers. In [4], the reliability of a combined wind-solarhydro generation system with storage facilities is modeled. A
simple weather model, including wind speed, solar radiation and
rainfall, is developed and then used with a Monte Carlo simulation method to evaluate the reliability of the mixed generating
system. In [5], the effects that water management policies have
on generation reliability indices is discussed using the basic
IEEE-RTS system extended by additional hydro plants. In [6],
the aspect of intermittence of the wind generation is considered
in the evaluation of system reliability, by dividing the system
in generation subsystems separated as the conventional sources
and the renewable ones. In [7], a probabilistic model of wind
farms generation is presented, which combines the stochastic
characteristics of wind speed with the operational information
of the turbines, representing the wind farm reliability model by
a Markov process.
Most of the papers that model river inflows concerned with
reliability are related to large hydro plants for optimal energy
operation planning. In [8], a procedure that determines the optimal allocation resulting from random river inflows to the different subperiods of a year is described. The objective is to distribute the hydro energy optimally according to economic criteria and to assess the impact of the market rules on the reliability of the system. In [9], it is presented an integrated model for
long-term operation planning and reliability evaluation of hydrothermal systems. It is assumed that reservoir inflows and energy demand are stochastic and all units are exposed to random
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outages. The objective is to minimize the total cost as well as
the expected interruption cost of energy. In [10], a methodology
that represents chronological aspects of hydrothermal power
system reservoir operation is described. The production costing
problem is decomposed into a sequence of chronological hydro
reliability problems, which are solved by a sequence of convolutions of reservoir storage levels, demand, inflows and generation capacity. In [11], a probability based method for reliability
assessment in the operational planning of large hydrothermal
generation systems is described. The forecast hourly loads and
the energy constraints on hydraulic generation are considered.
Its main applications are in generation reliability and economy
sales assessment and midterm reserve planning.
The K-means clustering technique seems to have been firstly
applied for power system reliability evaluation in [6], dealing
with time dependent energy sources. In [12] and [13], the clustering technique is applied for modeling loads in multiarea reliability evaluation. In [14], a cluster based load model is used in
generation system reliability evaluation and in [15], clustering
is used to incorporate load uncertainty in reliability evaluation
of interconnected systems.
The method presented in this paper represents the river inflow
as a stationary stochastic process by a multiple states Markov
chain and the generator unit by a two states Markov model. The
large number of different inflow values is reduced by the application of the statistical clustering techniques K-means in two
different approaches: inflow clustering and power clustering.
The steady state or stationary probabilities of each power generation value of the SHPP are calculated by the solution of the
stochastic system. The expected value of the annual power generation of the SHPP, the duration curve and several reliability
indices are then calculated in a more accurate way than conventional approaches, since the model considers both the river
inflow variation and the generation unit operation. Results obtained with actual Brazilian rivers inflows used for SHPP generation are reported in the paper and demonstrate the accuracy and
applicability of the presented method for reliability evaluation.
II. SMALL HYDRO POWER PLANTS
The Brazilian Federal Government started to motivate the implantation of new SHPP in 2001, due to the energy crisis that
happened in the country and to the deregulation of the Brazilian
electric market. Other facts that promoted the attractiveness of
the implantation of SHPP were:
• creation of the independent power producer (IPP) as a generating agent, totally exposed to the free market regime;
• free access to transmission and distribution systems, allowing that generators and consumers had total guarantee
to firm contracts;
• discount of 50% in the tariffs of use of the transmission and
distribution systems, being enlarged to 100% in the case of
plants that started operation before 2003;
• creation of the SHPP-Pro Program in 1998 and the
PROINFA Program in 2002, which incentives renewable
energy resources investments.

Fig. 1. Kaplan turbine efficiency curve.

The conditions for a hydro plant to be qualified as a SHPP in
Brazil are [16]:
• total installed power is less or equal to 30 MW;
and the fol• reservoir area is smaller or equal to 13
lowing condition is satisfied:

(1)
where
area of the reservoir

;

installed power (MW);
water fall height (m).
Equation (1) was derived by the Brazilian Electrical Regulatory Agency—ANEEL [16] in order to classify an applicant
hydro power plant as a SHPP, based on the statistical analysis of
the plants under operation since 1998. It is applicable to plants
with a reservoir area larger than 3
and a barrage higher than
10 m.
A. Hydraulic Turbine
The hydraulic turbine receives mechanic hydraulics energy
and converts it to mechanic rotational energy, made available
at its axis which is connected to an electric generator. The efficiency of a turbine is a function of many variables, such as:
nominal power of the turbine, type of the turbine, percentage
of turbinated fluid, physical position of the axis in relation to
the vertical plan, etc. There are three main types of turbine:
Francis, Kaplan, and Pelton. Fig. 1 shows the efficiency curve
of a Kaplan turbine and Fig. 2 of a Francis turbine [17], which
will be used later in this paper.
It can be noticed that the efficiency is very close to the maximum for a wide range of inflows, indicating that these turbines
may be very interesting for rivers with a wide variation in the
regime of inflows, which is the case of SHPP with no or with
small reservoirs, insufficient to guarantee a full regularization.
B. Generated Power
The generated power of a hydraulic generation unit depends
on the specific weight of the water, on the river inflow, on the
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Fig. 2. Francis turbine efficiency curve.
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Fig. 3. Curve of permanence of inflows.

height of the water fall and on the efficiencies of the turbine and
of the electric generator [18], and is given by

(2)

Fig. 4. Markov model of river inflow.

where
power (W);
specific weight of the water (9810
inflow

);

;

water fall height (m);
efficiency of the turbine (%);
efficiency of the generator (%).
The electric generators used in SHPP are synchronous machines that produce electric power in alternating current. The
generator is coupled with the axis of the turbine, converting the
mechanic rotational energy into electric power.
III. SHPP GENERATION AVAILABILITY MODEL
A. Assured Energy Calculation
The assured energy of a hydroelectric plant is calculated
based on several inflows series and is correlated to a reliability
index. When a plant has an index of, for example, 95% of energy reliability, it means that it is capable to supply the assured
energy during 95% of the time. The conventional procedure
used to calculate the assured energy of a SHPP uses the curve
of permanence of inflows. This curve expresses the relationship
between the inflow values and the frequency with which they
happen or are exceeded in a period (usually a year), based on
daily or monthly measures. The inflow value that corresponds to
a cumulated probability of 95% is used to calculate the assured
energy of a SHPP with a risk of 5% of energy unavailability.
In order to obtain the curve of permanence of a river, it is
necessary to order the inflow values in a decreasing order and
then calculate the width and the number of classes available,
where a class is a group of similar inflow values. After that, the
frequency of occurrence for each class is calculated, followed
by the calculation of the probability of occurrence of each class.
The last stage is to determine the inflow value that corresponds

to the percentage of 95%. This value is denominated
and
is used to calculate the assured energy of a SHPP with a risk of
5% of energy unavailability. Fig. 3 shows an example of a curve
of permanence of inflows.
A way of increasing the value of the assured energy is to build
a regularization reservoir, in which case the value of the inflow
to be used for the calculation of the assured energy
is
increased substantially, as shown by the horizontal line in Fig. 3.
This paper presents a more accurate method to evaluate the
SHPP generation (and energy) availability that combines the
river inflow and the generator operation stochastic models, as
will be now described.
B. River Inflow Model
The river inflow is modeled as a stochastic process, where
the random variable is the inflow value and the index of the
process is the time. The Markov chain model is adopted, were
each state represents a different inflow value, and the transition
rates between different states are calculated. The river inflow
model is shown in Fig. 4, where the transition from state to
state is quantified by the transition rate
.
For a process to be adequately represented by a Markov chain,
it is necessary that the occurrence of the next state only depends
on the actual state. Besides, the process needs to be stationary,
with constant behavior during the whole period, independently
of the chosen starting point. This implies in considering constant
transition rates between states during the whole process [7].
It is possible that due to unexpected variations in the inflow
regime that can occur when analyzing a short period, such as
a day or a month, with measures obtained in small time intervals, such as hourly or daily, the river inflow may not be properly modeled as a stationary Markov process. However, these
small variations effects can be disregarded if the inflow data
used in the study do not follow a specific trend of any particular season and if the amount of data is sufficiently large, representing a large period of time, such as several years containing
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Fig. 5. Generator model.

monthly inflow means, which is the approach in this paper. Besides, those effects are less important when evaluating the long
term expected values which are calculated in reliability studies.
In this sense, it is possible to accurately represent the inflow by
a stationary Markov process, with constant transition rates.
Fig. 6. SHPP generation model.

C. Generator Model
The electric generator is modeled by a two states Markov
model, as shown in Fig. 5, where

The transition rates between the inflow or power clustered
states (classes) are calculated by the following:

failure rate (occurrences/year);
(3)

repair rate (occurrences/year);
mean time to failure (h);
mean time to repair (h).
D. SHPP Generation Availability Model
The generation availability and reliability indices calculated
for a SHPP must incorporate the effects of the river inflow variation, whose behavior influences directly in the power generation. For this reason, it is important that in the reliability evaluation it is taken into consideration the river inflow behavior
together with the possibility of generator failure.
The SHPP generation availability model combines the river
inflow model and the generator model just described. The transition processes of the two stochastic models are considered as
independent events, meaning that variations of the river inflow
are not influenced by the generator failure and vice-versa. Although it may be argued that large unexpected variations of inflow may influence the generator lifetime and maintenance program, this is considered of lower significance and not included
in the model.
An inflow time series usually contains many different inflow
values, whose manipulation may be time consuming. The way
adopted to reduce the number of power states to be represented
in the SHPP model is the use of the statistical clustering techniques K-means [19]. Two different clustering approaches were
developed in this work.
In the first clustering approach, called inflow clustering, an
inflow time series is clustered into a number of different inflow
classes and then each inflow class is associated with a power
generation level by (2). In the second clustering approach, called
power clustering, the power generation for each inflow value
of the inflow time series is calculated by (2), creating a power
generation time series, which is then clustered into a number
of different power classes. Independently of the clustering approach, the SHPP is represented by an individualized multiple
states Markov model, with the respective states transition rates
and average duration times.

is the transition rate between clustered states and ,
where
is the number of transitions between clustered states and
and
is the duration of residence in clustered state , given
by the sum of the time intervals in which this state occurs, as
follows:
(4)
The inflow and generator models are adequately combined to
produce the SHPP generation model, as shown in Fig. 6.
The inflow or power clustered states are represented in states
1 to and the transitions between them are represented by the
rates
, while the transitions between the generator up and
down states are represented by and . The down states can be
aggregated into just one, producing a SHPP model with
different states: up and one down.
The steady state probabilities of the different states of the
SHPP shown in Fig. 6 are calculated by the solution of the stochastic system shown in the following, with both the inflow and
generator transition processes represented:
(5)
is the steady state probabilities vector and is the
where
transition intensity matrix, with
and
[20].
E. Energy Reliability Indices
The energy reliability indices are calculated in annual basis,
based on the ones defined for time varying energy sources, such
as wind generation. These indices are, considering IP as the installed power [MW]:
• IE (installed energy) [MWh]—Amount of installed energy
in one year, obtained by multiplying IP by 8760 h.
• EAE (expected available energy)—Amount of energy that
can be generated in one year without considering failure of
the generator [MWh].
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Fig. 7. River 1—Annual series (1931–2004).

• EGE (expected generated energy)—Amount of energy that
can be generated in one year, considering the failure of the
generator [MWh].
• FC (capacity factor)—Obtained by dividing EAE by IE
(only considers energy source).
• GAF (generation availability factor)—Obtained by dividing EGE by IE (considers both energy source and
generator).
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Fig. 8. River 1—Chronological Inflows (January 1931–December 2004).

Fig. 9. River 2—Annual series (1931–2004).

F. Step-by-Step Procedure
The step-by-step procedure of the developed method is detailed below.
1) If inflow clustering: Obtain the clustered inflow states and
then calculate the generated power for each one by (2).
2) If power clustering: Calculate the generated power for each
inflow value by (2) and then obtain the clustered power
states.
3) Calculate the transition rates between the clustered inflow
(or power) states.
4) Calculate matrix A using the inflow (or power) transition
rates and the generator failure and repair rates.
5) Solve system (5) and obtain the SHPP generation states
probabilities.
6) Calculate the cumulated probabilities, duration curve, and
reliability indices.

Fig. 10. River 2—Chronological inflows (January 1931–December 2004).

IV. RESULTS
The developed model was applied to two actual inflow series
of Brazilian rivers that supplies energy to SHPP, obtained from
[21], here called River 1 and River 2.

Fig. 11. River 1—Classes histogram.

A. Inflow Time Series
The values of inflows correspond to the historical monthly
mean values from 1931 up to 2004 in
. Fig. 7 shows the
values for every year of the history separately, while Fig. 8
shows the same values in the chronological order from January
1931 until December 2004, for River 1. The corresponding information for River 2 is given in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
B. Assured Energy
The assured energy for the SHPP supplied by these rivers was
calculated based on the conventional procedure described.

Fig. 12. River 2—Classes histogram.

Table I shows the relevant data used in the procedure and
Figs. 11 and 12 shows the histogram for the calculated classes
for River 1 and River 2, respectively.
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TABLE I
INFLOW SERIES DATA

Fig. 15. Autocorrelation function—River 1 inflows series.

Fig. 13. River 1—Curve of permanence of inflows.

Fig. 14. River 2—Curve of permanence of inflows.

The curve of permanence of inflows for River 1 is shown in
inflow value is 26.42
. The water
Fig. 13, where the
fall height of this SHPP is 50 m and the efficiency of the generator 80%. Using the Kaplan turbine efficiency curve shown
in Fig. 1, the generated power calculated for
is 8.207 MW,
which corresponds to the assured energy in medium terms with
5% of risk.
The curve of permanence of inflows for River 2 is shown in
Fig. 14, where the
inflow value is 65.98
. The water
fall height of this SHPP is 35 m and the efficiency of the generator 90%. Using the Francis turbine efficiency curve shown in
Fig. 2, the generated power calculated for
is 16.368 MW.
C. Analysis of Inflow Time Series
In order to verify the adequacy of representing the river inflow by a Markov chain, River 1 inflow time series (with no
clustering) was analyzed in terms of its autocorrelation function and appropriate stochastic model.
The autocorrelation at lag , that is, the correlation between
and
of an stochastic process , is a measure of the
covariance between
and
and is the same for all
if the process is stationary. The autocorrelation function is a
plot of the autocorrelation coefficient as a function of the lag
and, since it is symmetrical about zero, it is necessary only the
positive half of the function [22].

A Markov process
is a first-order autoregressive process
that can be described as a weighted linear function of
plus a white noise
, where the weight is the autocorrelation
[22].
coefficient at lag
The data in a time series can be considered to attend the
Markov memory-less criteria if there is a strong correlation between a value and the one immediately before in the series
, besides a significantly smaller correlation in relation to
. Fig. 15 shows the autocorrelation funcprevious values
tion calculated with the ForecastPro® program [23] for River 1
inflow series after one simple and seasonal differencing, where a
(0.6) is shown, in comparison
high autocorrelation at lag
with the other lags within a year (most lower than ). The high
correlation at lag
(about 0.6) indicates the existence of
an annual seasonality in the series, which influences the correlation with the neighbor months.
The automatic analysis of the time series by the same program identified it as a stationary and seasonal process and indicated the first-order autoregressive integrated first-order moving
average model ARIMA (1,0,1) as the most appropriate model
for it. Equivalent results were obtained for River 2. These results were considered indicative that the Markov model can be
adopted for river inflow with a sufficient level of adequacy.
D. Selection of the Number of Clusters
The selection of the number of clusters to be adopted in this
work was based on the analysis of the difference introduced by
the clustering technique together with the expected reduction of
computational effort. In other words, it was selected the minimal
number of clusters that provides a representative clustered time
series.
Fig. 16 shows the mean, standard deviation and maximum absolute difference between the original series and the ones clustered into several cluster numbers for River 2. It can be observed
that the mean difference is practically zero, while the standard
deviation decreases exponentially with the number of clusters.
The maximum absolute difference has a descendent trend until
around ten clusters and then presents an irregular behavior. The
standard deviation and maximum absolute difference for ten
clusters is 0.530 MW and 2.624 MW, respectively. Based on
these results, it was select ten as the number of clusters to be
used for all analysis in this work. Equivalent results were obtained for River 1.
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TABLE II
RIVER 1—PROBABILITY OF GENERATION (INFLOW CLUSTER)

Fig. 16. Number of clusters analysis.

Fig. 17. River 1—Inflows series clustered in ten states.

Fig. 19. River 1—Duration curve.

Fig. 18. River 1—Difference between original inflow and clustered series.

E. River 1 SHPP Generation Availability
1) Inflow Clustering: The original inflows time series contains 59 different inflow values and was clustered into ten different states, as shown in Fig. 17.
The difference between the original series and the clustered
one is shown in Fig. 18. It can be observed that most of the
difference is below 5
, except for the maximum inflow,
which only occurs once in the series.
The generator is considered to have a FOR (Forced Outage
Rate) of 2% (
and
). Table II
shows the probability of each generation state, including the repair state.
The expected value of generated power of the SHPP, considering the probability of each generation state is 15.998 MW.
Disregarding the possibility of generator failure, the expected
value of generated power enlarges to 16.324 MW.
Just for comparison purposes, the expected value of generated power considering all 59 different states is 16.002 MW
and 16.328 MW, respectively. These values are very close to
the values obtained by the clustered series, indicating that the
clustering approach is very representative of the real series.

Fig. 19 shows the duration curve for the generation states,
derived from Table II, where it can be seen that there is a risk of
9.84% that the SHPP generates less than 8.073 MW. It can be
inferred from Fig. 19 that the assured energy with a risk of 5%
corresponds to a generated power of about 3.089 MW. This is
a more realistic and less optimistic result than the one obtained
by the conventional procedure, where the power associated with
5% of risk is 8.207 MW.
2) Power Clustering: The main differences between the original generated power series and the one clustered into ten states
occur for the extreme values because they have low probability
of occurrence in comparison with the intermediate ones. However, most of the differences are below 2 MW in the whole time
series.
Table III shows the probability of each generation state, including the repair state, considering the same FOR for the generator as before.
The expected value of generated power of the SHPP, considering the probability of each generation state is 15.938 MW.
Disregarding the possibility of generator failure, the expected
value of generated power enlarges to 16.263 MW. The power
associated with 5% of risk is 4.362 MW, inferred from Fig. 19.
The two approaches for obtaining the clustered power series
provided almost the same expected value of generated power,
with a small difference of 0.37%. However, the power associated
with 5% of risk has increased 41.23% in this approach, due to
the difference between the cluster centers calculated by the two
approaches.
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TABLE III
RIVER 1—PROBABILITY OF GENERATION (POWER CLUSTER)

Fig. 21. River 2—Difference between original inflow and clustered series.

TABLE V
RIVER 2—PROBABILITY OF GENERATION (INFLOW CLUSTER)

Fig. 20. River 1—Difference of clustered power series by two approaches.

TABLE IV
RIVER 1—ENERGY RELIABILITY INDICES

The differences between the two clustered series are shown
in Fig. 20, with a mean, standard deviation, and maximum difference of 0.058 MW, 0.990 MW, and 4.321 MW, respectively.
3) Reliability Indices: Table IV contains the reliability indices calculated for the SHPP of River 1 by both clustering approaches, where IP is 30 MW and IE is 262 800 MWh. It can be
noticed that the indices do not differ significantly when calculated by inflow or power clustering approaches.
A raw comparison can be done between the indices calculated
for the SHPP and for wind farms of the same installed capacity,
calculated by the model presented in [7]. The highest GAF obtained for the wind farm is 0.3692, which can be considered high
for world patterns of wind generation, but is much lower than
the GAF of SHPP. This is due to the higher intermittence of the
wind in comparison to the river inflow, together with the more
restrictive power generation characteristic of the wind turbine
(cut-in and cut-out) in comparison to the Kaplan turbine characteristic, which have high efficiency for the range of inflows of
the analyzed river.

F. River 2 SHPP Generation Availability
1) Inflow Clustering: River 2 inflows time series was clustered into 10 different states and the difference between the original series and the clustered one is shown in Fig. 21, where it can
be observed that most of the difference is below 4.5
, except for some few values.
The generator is considered to have a FOR of 9.79% (
and
). Table V shows the probability of
each generation state, including the repair state, where it can
be seen that there is a risk of 17.82% that the SHPP generates
less than 13.780 MW. The expected value of generated power of
the SHPP, considering the probability of each generation state
is 17.366 MW.
Fig. 22 shows the duration curve for the generation states,
where it is shown that the minimum risk associated with any
non-zero generation is higher than 9.79%. Comparing these
results with the one obtained by the conventional procedure,
where 5% of risk is associated with 16.368 MW, a considerable
difference is observed. This shows that the consideration of the
generator failure when evaluating the SHPP power availability,
especially when the FOR is high, modifies significantly the
estimation. Even disregarding the generator failure, there is a
risk of 8.9% that the SHPP generates less than 13.780 MW,
which is a much less optimistic estimation than the conventional approach.
2) Power Clustering: The differences between the original
generated power series and the one clustered into ten states are
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TABLE VIII
RIVER 1—MONTHLY MEAN INFLOW VALUES (m =s)

Fig. 22. River 2—Duration curve.

Fig. 23. River 2—Difference of clustered power series by two approaches.

TABLE VI
RIVER 2—PROBABILITY OF GENERATION (POWER CLUSTER)

TABLE VII
RIVER2—ENERGY RELIABILITY INDICES

all below 1 MW, except for four values. Fig. 23 shows the difference between the power series obtained by the two clustering
approaches, with a mean, standard deviation, and maximum difference of 0.005 MW, 0.833 MW, and 2.123 MW, respectively.
Table VI shows the probability of each generation state, including the repair state, considering the same FOR for the generator as before.

The expected value of generated power of the SHPP, considering the probability of each generation state is 17.359 MW. The
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TABLE IX
RIVER 2—MONTHLY MEAN INFLOW VALUES (m =s)

It may be inferred from Fig. 22 that the power associated with,
for example, 15% of risk, is 8.940 MW in this approach and
11.014 MW in the inflow clustering approach, what represents
an increase of 23.20% as a consequence of the cluster centers
calculated, as stated before. However, the difference tends to
reduce significantly for higher risk levels.
3) Reliability Indices: Table VII contains the reliability indices calculated for the SHPP of River 2 by both clustering approaches, where IP is 30 MW and IE is 262 800 MWh. It can
be noticed that the indices have insignificant differences when
calculated by the two clustering approaches. This SHPP has an
FC higher than the SHPP of River 1 (about 10%) but, due to the
higher FOR of the generator, the increase in the GAF is not so
high (about 4%).
V. CONCLUSION

two approaches for obtaining the clustered power series provided practically the same expected value of generated power,
with an insignificant difference of 0.04%.

The main conclusion of this work is that for generation availability and reliability studies of SHPP, it is necessary to model
the energy availability associated with the river inflow variation
together with the generator unit availability. For example, the
nominal power of the SHPP of River 1 is 30 MW but the expected value of generated power is 16.3 MW disregarding generator failure, what means a difference of 13.7 MW or 46% less
than the nominal value.
Besides, when considering the river inflow variation, the
SHPP is modeled as a realistic multiple power generation states
model and not by the simplified up and down states model. On
the other hand, the consideration of the generator unit failure
produces a more realistic estimate of the assured power (and
energy) associated with an acceptable risk level.
For the correct modeling of the SHPP availability, it is important to know several details of the power plant, such as the
height of the water fall, the type and characteristic of the turbine
and generator and, mainly, the river inflow regime over a long
period of time.
In the conversion of the inflow values for power, the only parameter that is dependent of the inflow is the turbine efficiency.
For the two SHPP analyzed in this work, the inflow regime of
the rivers produces little variation in efficiency of the turbines.
For that reason, both the power series and the inflow series have
similar profiles, what implicated in similar expected values for
the available power and energy reliability indices calculated by
the two clustering approaches. However, the probability distribution of the clustered states is influenced by the clustering approach, producing differences in the duration curves and, consequently, on the power associated with some specific risk.
Usually, the best procedure is to cluster the primary time dependent variable directly (inflows, in this case) and not indirectly via a transformation function (power calculated by (2)),
since in this way the clustering technique is being applied directly to the actual measurements represented in the time series [24]. Besides, clustering the inflow series tend to introduce
less difference in the actual power generated, since small variations in the river inflow will not produce variations in the generated power due to inertia and other project aspects not modeled. However, in practical SHPP, no major differences between
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the two clustering approaches are expected, since at the project
phase the turbine type and characteristic are chosen in accordance with the river inflow regime, in order to operate at the
almost flat portion of the curve most of the time, where the relation between inflow and power is almost constant.
APPENDIX
Tables VIII and IX show the monthly mean inflow values of
River 1 and 2, respectively, used in this paper.
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